A simple and feasible method to determine absolute blood volume in hemodialysis patients in clinical practice.
We developed a simple method to determine the absolute blood volume (V) during hemodialysis in everyday clinical practice and examined its relationship with volume overload, clinical relevance, and accuracy. The increase in relative blood volume (RBVpost - RBVpre) measured before and after infusion of 240 ml of ultra-pure dialysate using the bolus function of a commercial online hemodiafiltration machine incorporating a relative blood volume monitor was applied to determine absolute blood volume. The specific blood volume (Vs, blood volume per kg body mass at dry weight, in ml/kg) was compared to volume status as assessed by bioimpedance analysis and clinical criteria. The blood volume measured in 30 stable hemodialysis patients was 6.51 ± 1.70 l at the beginning, corresponding to a specific blood volume of 80.1 ± 12.8 ml/kg, and dropped to 5.84 ± 1.61 l or 72.0 ± 12.1 ml/kg at the end of the dialysis session, respectively. Specific blood volume correlated with volume status assessed both clinically and by bioimpedance analysis. Intradialytic morbid events occurred only in treatments where specific blood volume fell below 65 ml/kg. The reproducibility of the technique was better than 4% and the in vitro accuracy corresponds to a resolution in Vs of better than 1 ml/kg. Absolute blood volume can be easily measured at the beginning of the dialysis session using the current dialysis technology. Information about V and Vs could be a promising tool to avoid intradialytic morbid events. This technique could be completely automated without altering the hardware of currently available online dialysis devices. Therefore, it is recommended that this technique be integrated into all hemodiafiltration machines.